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1. INTRODUCTION 
Existence of mild, strong, and classical solutions for differential and integrodifferential equations 
in abstract spaces with nonlocal conditions has received much attention in recent years. We 
refer to the papers of Balachandran and Chandrasekaran [l-3], Balachandran and Ilamaran [4], 
Byszewski [5,6], Dauer and Balachandran [7], Lin and Liu [8], and Ntouyas and Tsamatos [9,10]. 
For properties of semigroup theory, we refer the reader to’ the books of Corduneanu [ll], Gold- 
stein [12], and Pazy [13]. 
The nonlocal conditions were motivated by physical problems. For the importance of nonlocal 
conditions in different fields we refer to [6] and the references cited therein. 
The fundamental tools used in the proof of the above-mentioned works are essentially hxed- 
point arguments or the semigroups method. 
A class of semilinear evolution inclusions of first order with a nonlocal condition on compact 
intervals is considered by Benchohra in [14]. 
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In this paper, we shall prove a theorem which assures the existence of mild solutions defined 
on an unbounded real interval for the nonlocal semilinear evolution inclusion 
Y” - AY E F(4 Y), Y(O) + S(Y) = Yo, Y’(O) = Yl, (l-1) 
where F : J x E + E is a bounded, closed, convex multivalued map, g : C(J, E) + E, yo, y1 E E, 
J an unbounded real interval, A a linear infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous cosine 
family {C(t) : t E Et} in a Banach space E with the norm 1 . I. For the sake of simplicity, we 
choose J = [0, foe). 
The method we are going to use is to reduce the existence of solutions to problem (1.1) to the 
search for fixed points of a suitable multivalued map on the Frkchet space C( J, E). In order to 
prove the existence of fixed points, we shall rely on a theorem due to Ma [15], which is an extension 
to multivalued maps between locally convex topological spaces of Schaefer’s Theorem [16]. 
This paper is a generalization of the previous papers to differential inclusions on unbounded 
intervals. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we introduce notations, definitions, and preliminary facts from multivalued 
analysis which are used throughout this paper. J,,, is the compact real interval [0, m] (m E IV). 
C(J, E) is the linear metric Frechet space of continuous functions from J into E with the metric 
(see [11,17]) 
for each y, z E C( J, E), 
where 
llvllm := su~{lY(t)l : t E Jr& 
B(E) denotes the Banach space of bounded linear operators from E into E with norm 
IINI := SUPWYI : IYI = 117 for each y E B(E). 
A measurable function y : J + E is Bochner integrable if and only if ]y] is Lebesgue integrable. 
For properties of the Bochner integral we refer to [18]. L1( J, E) denotes the Banach space of 
continuous functions y : J + E which are Bochner integrable normed by 
IIYIILJ = I” Iy(t)l d-4 for all y E L1(J, E). 
UP denotes the neighbourhood of 0 in C( J, E) defined by 
Up := {Y E C(J,W : ll~llm I P)- 
The convergence in C(J, E) is the uniform convergence on compact intervals, i.e., yj + y in 
C(J, E) if and-only if for each m E N, ]]yj - y]lm 4 0 in C(Jm, E) as j + 00. M E C( J, E) is a 
bounded set if and only if there exists a positive function 4 E C( J, Iw+) such that 
IY(Ql I&L for all t E J and all y E M. 
The Ascoli-Arzela Theorem says that a set M C C( J, E) is compact if and only if for each m E N, 
M is a compact set in the Banach space (C(Jm, E), II . Ilm). 
We say that a family {C(t) : t E R) of operators in B(E) is a strongly continuous cosine family 
if 
(i) C(0) = I (I is the identity operator in E), 
(ii) C(t + s) + C(t - s) = 2C(t)C(s), for all s,t E R, 
(iii) the map t - C(t)y is strongly continuous in t on R for each fixed y E E. 
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The strongly continuous sine family {S(t) : t E R}, associated to the given strongly continuous 
cosine family {C(t) : t E R}, is defined by 
S(QY = 
I 
t 
C(S)Y ds, y E E, t E R!. 
0 
The infinitesimal generator A : E + E of a cosine family {C(t) : t E R} is defined by 
AY = -&O)Y, Y E D(A)> 
where 
D(A) = {y E E : C(.)y E C2(R, E)}. 
For more details on strongly continuous cosine and sine families, we refer the reader to the book 
of Goldstein [12] and to the papers of Fattorini [19,20] and Travis and Webb [21,22]. 
Let (X, 11.11) be a Banach space. A multivalued map G : X + X is convex (closed) valued if 
G(z) is convex (closed) for all II: E X. G is bounded on bounded sets if G(B) = UzEB G(z) is 
bounded in X for any bounded set B of X (i.e., sup~eB{sup{]]y]] : y E G(z)}} < oo). 
G is called upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) on X if for each za E X the set G(Q) is a nonempty, 
closed subset of X, and if for each open set B of X containing G(Q), there exists an open 
neighbourhood A of zo such that G(A) C B. 
G is said to be completely continuous if G(B) is relatively compact for every bounded subset 
B 2 X. 
If the multivalued G is completely continuous with nonempty compact values, then G is U.S.C. 
if and only if G has a closed graph (i.e., zn --+ 20, yn --) yo, yn E Gx~ imply ya E Gxa). G has a 
fixed point if there is x E X such that x E Gx. 
In the following, BCC(X) d enotes the set of all nonempty bounded, closed and convex subsets 
of x. 
A multivalued map G : J --) BCC(E) is said to be measurable, if for each x E E, the distance 
between x and G(t) is a measurable function on J. For more details on multivalued maps, see 
[23,24]. 
Let us list the following hypotheses. 
(Hl) A is the infinitesimal generator of a given strongly continuous and bounded cosine family 
{C(t) : t E J}. 
(H2) F : J x E -+ BCC(E); (t, j/) - F(t, y) is measurable with respect to t for each y E E, 
U.S.C. with respect to y for each t E J, and for each fixed y E C(J, E) the set 
sF,y = {w E L’(J, E) : w(t) E F(t, y(t)) for a.e. t E J} 
is nonempty. 
(H3) There exists a constant G such that 
Is(y)1 5 G, for y E E. 
(H4) llF(t,~)Il := SUPOJI E F(t,y)I 5 dtM(lyl) f or almost all t E J and all y E E, where 
p E L’(J,W+) and 1c, : lR+ --+ (0,oo) is continuous and increasing with 
m 
mM for each m > 0, 
where c = M]yo] + MG + M + m]yr] and M = sup{]]C(t)]]; t E J}. 
(H5) For each neighbourhood UP of 0, y E UP and t E J, the set 
{ s 
t 
C(t)(Yo - S(Y)) + S(4Yl + s(t - S)W(S) ds : ?J E SF,, 
0 
is relatively compact. 
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REMARK 2.1. If dim E < 00 and J is a compact real interval, then for each y E C( J, E), S’F,~ # 0 
(see PW. 
A continuous solution y(t) of the integral inclusion 
s t Y(t) E C(UYo - S(Y)) + s(t)Yl + S(t - sP(s, Y(S)) ds 0 
is called a mild solution on J of (1.1). 
The following lemmas are crucial in the proof of our main theorem. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [25].) Let I be a compact real interval and X be a Banach space. Let F be 
a multivalued map satisfying (H2) and Jet r be a linear continuous mapping from L1(I, X) to 
C(I, X), then the operator 
r 0 SF : c(I, x) - BCC(C(1, X)), y - (r” SF)(Y) := r(sF,y) 
is a closed graph operator in C(I, X) x C(I, X). 
LEMMA 2.2. (See 1151.) Let X be a locally convex space and N : X + X be a compact convex 
valued, U.S.C. multivalued map such that there exists a closed neighbourhood U, of 0 for which 
N(U,) is a relatively compact set for each p E N. If the set 
R := {y E X : Xy E N(y) for some X > l} 
is bounded, then N has a fixed point. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
Now, we are able to state and prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let g : C(J : E) + E be a continuous function. Assume that the hypotheses 
(Hl)-(H5) are satisfied. Then the IVP (1.1) has at least one mild solution. 
PROOF. We transform problem (1.1) into a fixed-point problem. Consider the multivalued map 
N : C( J, E) + C( J, E) defined by 
s t NY := h E C(J,E) : h(t) = C(t)(yo -g(y)) + S(t)yl + s(t - S)Z)(S)ds : ?I E sF,a, , 0 
where 
S F,y = {V E L1(J, E) : v(t) E F(t, y(t)) for a.e. t E J} . 
REMARK 3.1. It is clear that the fixed points of N are mild solutions to (1.1). 
We shall show that N(U,) is relatively compact for each neighbourhood U, of 0 E C( J, E) with 
q E N and the multivalued map N has bounded, closed, and convex values and it is U.S.C. The 
proof will be given in several steps. 
STEP 1. Ny is convex for each y E C(J, E). 
Indeed, if hl, hz belong to Ny, then there exist VI, up E SF,~ such that for each t E J we have 
s t h(t) = C(t)(Yo - s(y)) + S(Qa + S(t - s)ul (s) ds 0 
and 
s 
t 
k?(t) = C(MYo - S(Y)) + qqy1 + S(t - S)Q(S) ds. 
0 
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LetO<cr<l. ThenforeachtE Jwehave 
s t (ah + (1 - a)h2)(t) = C(Q(Yo - S(Y)) + S(4Yl + s(t - s)[awl(s) + (1 - 4w2(s)] ds. 0 
Since SF,~ is convex (because F has convex values), then 
ah1 + (1 - cl)h2 E Ny. 
STEP 2. N(U,) is bounded in C( J, E) for each 4 E N. 
Indeed, it is enough to show that there exists a positive constant C such that for each h E Ny, 
y E U, one has llhlloo 5 1. If h E Ny, then there exists u E SF,?I such that for each t E J we have 
s t h(t) = C(t)(Yo - S(Y)) + S(t)?/1 + S(t - s)w(s) ds. 0 
By (H3) and (H4), we have for each t E J,,, that 
ilh(t)ll I llc(t)tl * lyol + llc(t>ll . ldy)l + ll%~)lI . 1~11 + I’ IIs(t - s)v(s)ll ds 
I WYOI +MG+Mml~ll +mM.y;~~ql?L(~) (&G)ds) . 
Then for each h E N(U,) we have 
IlNlm 5 Mlyol + MG’ + Mmly~l + VLM 
STEP 3. For each q E N, N(U,) is equicontinuous for U, E C( J, E). 
Let tl, t2 E Jm, tl < t2, and U, be a neighbourhood of 0 in C(J, E) for q E N. For each y E U, 
and h E Ny, there exists v E SF,~ such that 
s t h(t) = C(t)(yo - s(y)) + S(t)yl + S(t - s)w(s) ds. 0 
Thus, 
llh(td - h(tl)ll 5 IICWyo - C(tl>~oll + IF’(h) - C(t,)llG + IlS(t,)y, - s(tl)yl/I 
+ 
IV 
“[s(tz - s) - S(tl - s)]u(s) ds + 
/I IJ 
t2 S(t, - s)w(s) ds 
/I 
I I&)yo - C(tdyoll + IlC(h) - C(tl),lG +t;lS(tz)yl - S(tl)ylll 
+ wt2 -h) 
s 
om Il4s)ll ds + M. ml;* ll4s)ll ds. 
As a consequence of Step 2, Step 3, and (H5) together with the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem, we can 
conclude that N(U,) is relatively compact in C( J, E). 
STEP 4. N has a closed graph. 
Let yin + y*, h, E Ny,, and h, -+ h*. We shall prove that h* E NY*. h, E N(y,) means that 
there exists v, E SF,,_ such that 
s t h,(t) = C(NYo - g(yn)) + S(t)y1 + S(t - s)%(s) ds. 0 
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We must prove that there exists i7 E SF,y* such that 
I 
t 
h*(t) = c(t)(Yo - g(y*)) + S(t)y1 + S(t - s)??(s) ds. (3.1) 
0 
The idea is then to use the facts that 
(i) h,+h*; 
(ii) h, - C(~)YO + C(t)g(y,) - S(t)qi E I’(SF,~,), where 
s t r : Ll(J, E) + C(J, E), defined by (I’v)(t) := S(t - s)o(s) ds. 0 
If l? o SF is a closed graph operator, we would be done. But we do not know whether r o SF is a 
closed graph operator. So, we cut the functions ynln, h, - C(t)yo + C(t)g(y,) - S(t)yl, gn and we 
consider them defined on the interval [k, k + l] for any k E N. Then, using Lemma 2.1, in this 
case we are able to affirm that (3.1) is true on the compact interval [k, k + l], i.e., 
s t h*@)l[k,k+l] = C(t>tYo - dY*)) + S(t)Yl + S(t - s).i?“(s) ds0 
for a suitable L1-selection Ek of F(t, y*(t)) on the interval [k, k + 11. At this point we can past 
the functions 8” obtaining the selection v defined by 
v(t) = v’“(t), for t E [k, k + 1). 
We obtain then that i7 is an L1-selection and (3.1) will be satisfied. 
We give now the details. Clearly we have that 
II(hn - C(~)YO + Ctt)dsln) - stt)yl) - (h* - C(t)yo + C(t)g(y*) - S(t)yl)ll, ---+ o, 
asn-im. 
Now, we consider for all k E N, the mapping 
Sk : C([k, k + l],E) - L’([k,k + l],E) 
u+--& , := {f E L’([k, k + l],E) : f(t) E F(t,u(t)) for a.e. t E [k, k + l]} , 
Also, we consider the linear continuous operators 
rk : L’([k, k + l],E) - C([k, k + l],E) 
I 
t 
2, H r&)(t) = S(t - s)v(s) ds. 
0 
From Lemma 2.1, it follows that rk o S$ is a closed graph operator for all k E N. 
Moreover, we have that 
chn@) - c(t)YO + w&d - S(th)l[k,k+l] E rk (St&) . 
Since y, -+ y*, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
ch*ct) - Ctt>!h + C(t)g(Y*) - S(t)yl)l[k,k+l] = J t s(t - s)D”(s) ds 0 
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for some 8” E Si,V.. So the function v defined on J by 
v(t) = 77”(t), for t E [k, Ic + 1) 
is in SF& since V(t) E F(t, y* (t)) for a.e. t E J. 
STEP 5. The set, 
is bounded. 
O:={~EC(J,E):X~EN(~), X>l} 
Let y E 0. Then Xy E N(y) for some X > 1. Thus there exists 2, E S,, such that 
s 
t 
y(t) = X-%@)(yo - g(y)) + X-%(t)yl + x-l s(t - s)?J(s) ds, t E J. 
0 
This implies by (H3) and (H4) that for each t E J, we have 
Ilv(t)ll I MIYoI + MG + M~IYII + Mm J hllt(ll~W~. 0 
Let us take the right-hand side of the above inequality as m(t), then we have 
~(0) = MIYoI + MG + Mmlyll and IIy(t)ll 2 w(t), t E J,. 
Using the increasing character of +, we get 
w’(t) I mMp(t)llr(w(t)). 
This implies for each t E J, that 
17 
w(t) du J- In u(0) N’1L) ImM J P(S) ds < 0 J O” du w(0) im’ 
This inequality implies that there exists a constant b such that, w(t) < b, t E Jm, and hence, 
llyllm 5 b where b depends only on the functions p and $. This shows that 52 is bounded. 
Set X := C( J, E). As a consequence of Lemma 2.2 we deduce that N has a fixed point which 
is a mild solution of (1.1). I 
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